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Take a stroll through some of London’s most iconic streets and experience the 
artistic eclecticism of Kensington Walk from Zoffany, new for SS21.  

Kensington, West London, an idyllic escape from the intensity of city life. Famed for its town and country 
existence, museums and cosmopolitan vibe. Home to artists, looking for beauty and elegance, inspired by 
generations, capturing moments in time.

This season Zoffany introduces a snapshot of Kensington life, expressed as three unique stories: Eastern 
Palace, Paradise Row and Artist’s House. Authentic subjects and experiences are represented in a range of 
exquisite fabrics and wallcoverings, each produced using the finest materials, artisan techniques and modern 
processes.

The collection’s eight wallcoverings, seven prints, two weaves and an embroidery present their own timeless 
aesthetic, fitting expertly into any style of interior, contemporary or traditional.  

Peter Gomez, head of design for Zoffany says, “Kensington Walk is a partnership between the artisan hand 
and technology, and how they combine to make something new. The scenic designs in this launch are an 
interpretation of Kensington life, sharing a pictorial narrative and international flavour. From Tyndall’s 
cascading canopy to Longwater’s turning brushstrokes, this collection’s prints and panels are produced in 
a fresh and versatile colour palette, across a range of contemporary and archive designs. Once again, we’re 
excited to collaborate with Sam Wilde, whose striking Eastern Palace artwork shares the symbolism of 
Japanese culture.” 

E A S T E R N  P A L A C E  
Delicate and gentile, Eastern Palace represents the eclecticism of British design. A refined mix of transatlantic 
styles combine in this cross continental journey, celebrating the glory of global travel and its transition into 
the luxurious interiors of Kensington’s great homes.

P A R A D I S E  R O W  
An elegant story of greenery and gentry, hidden arts and royal parks. An oasis reaching out with tree lined 
arms, boulevards connecting boroughs. Amongst the hustle and bustle of central London is Paradise Row, a 
place where botanical influences go hand in hand with a calmer more reflective pace of life. 

A R T I S T ’ S  H O U S E   
Expansive windows let in perfect light, casting an ethereal beauty over these purpose-built residences. This is 
Holland Park Circle, a unique collection of art houses with studios at their heart, providing residents with a 
place to both live and work. Representing their passionate owners, these grand homes were palatial, heavily 
invested in and filled with works from influential contributors, archives and treasures acquired from voyages 
to far off lands.  

With its richly pigmented and diverse palette, Zoffany’s Alchemy of Colour features throughout Kensington 
Walk and the entire Zoffany portfolio. Complete the look with Zoffany Luxury Co-ordinates, coming soon.



E A S T E R N  P A L A C E 
Hand-drawn by Zoffany collaborator Sam Wilde, this artwork respectfully represents the concept of fuubutsushi, 

 a word unique to the Japanese language that means, ‘The things – feelings, scents, images – that evoke memories or 
anticipation for a particular season.’ Here, Sam’s detailed design depicts a journey across Japan’s four main islands, taking in 

palaces, temples and giant ‘kamis’ or spirits. Printed on an elegant cotton satin and available in a traditional Indigo colourway.
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F L O A T I N G  M O U N T A I N 
Based on an archive document and inspired by the drawings on an ancient hanging scroll, rolling waterfalls 

and towering mountains depict a classic Chinese scene. Hand drawn using pen and watercolour, Floating 
Mountains is printed on a paper backed textile ground, heightening its authenticity and provenance. The 

Mineral colourway, with its ethereal look, is printed on a mica ground.  Available in two colourways: Mineral 
and Indigo
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F L O A T I N G  M O U N T A I N 
Inspired by the drawings on an ancient hanging scroll, rolling waterfalls and towering  
mountains depict a classic Chinese landscape. Hand drawn using pen and watercolour 

and printed on a luxurious cotton satin. Available in two colourways: Mineral and Indigo 
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P A R A D I S E  R O W 
This glorious hand drawn artwork takes its influences from botanical studies and unique flora gathered from around the 
world. Accurate watercolour tones showcase the beauty of this original wallpaper. Available in an Evergreen colourway 
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T Y N D A L L 
Evoking a feeling of summer memories, strolling along the treelined paths of Kensington Gardens, this atmospheric wallcovering is named 

after the effect of sunlight passing through a dense tree canopy. Available as a 3m panel (or 4m on special order) and printed on a mica 
ground, a subtle shimmer highlights layers of delicate leaves, creating a glorious ombre that contrasts between light and dark. Available in a 

Vine Black colourway
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C O P E ’ S  T R A I L 
Named after Holland House (formerly Cope Castle), this whimsical design takes its cue from the old  orchards that 

surrounded this incredible Jacobean residence. Painted in watercolour on a fine 100% natural linen cloth, elements from 
exotic specimen trees and swaying grasses combine to create an elegant tree of life design. Available in two colourways: Como 

Blue and Quartz Grey 
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C O P E ’ S  T R A I L 
Named after Holland House (formerly Cope Castle), this whimsical design takes its cue from the old orchards surrounding this incredible 
Jacobean residence. Painted in a loose watercolour, elements from exotic specimen plants and swaying grasses combine to create an elegant 
tree  
of life design. Printed on a paper backed fine textile ground. Available in two colourways: Como Blue and Quartz Grey 
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R I C H M O N D  P A R K 
The movement and majesty of a tree filled park is beautifully painted with surface rollers to 

capture this archive design. Reproduced in rich, organic colourways to reflect the passing of time, 
this design has a luxurious depth and creates instant impact in a room. Available in a Charcoal 

colourway
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C O P E ’ S  T R A I L 
Named after Holland House (formerly Cope Castle), this whimsical design takes its cue from the old orchards surrounding this incredible 
Jacobean residence. Painted in a loose watercolour, elements from exotic specimen plants and swaying grasses combine to create an elegant 
tree  
of life design. Printed on a paper backed fine textile ground. Available in two colourways: Como Blue and Quartz Grey 
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P E R S I A N  T U L I P 
Made famous by Fortuny at the beginning of the 19th century, Persian Tulip is a stunning, modern take on a traditional Persian 

motif from the 17th century. This glorious Zoffany wallpaper houses a sophisticated and contemporary design, with Poison’s 
colours inspired by the riches of Kensington’s Leighton House. Available in four colourways: Poison, Blue Stone, Empire Grey and 

Platinum Grey 
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M O R E S Q U E  G L A Z E 
With the look of an iridescent glaze, the rich colours and organic metallic effect seen in this wallpaper represent  
the original methods used to produce alchemic lusterware. Available in four colourways: Huntsman Green and  

Indigo are produced on a dry ground, Antique Bronze on a metallic ground and Mineral on a mica ground
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Press Office
Email: press@sandersondesigngroup.com
Tel: + 44 (0) 1895 221005

Sanderson Design Group Head Office
Chalfont House
Oxford Road
Denham
UB9 4DX
Tel: + 44 (0) 20 3457 5862

Consumer and Retail Trade Enquiries 
Email: enquiries@sandersondesigngroup.com 

Sanderson Design Group Contract  
contract.sandersondesigngroup.com
Email: enquiries@sandersondesigngroup.com
Tel: + 44 (0) 1895 221050

Sanderson Design Group Showroom - London
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour, First Floor,  
South Dome, Lots Road, London, SW10 0XE
Tel: + 44 (0) 20 3903 3700
Email: showroom@sandersondesigngroup.com

For further information: zoffany.sandersondesigngroup.com
To find your nearest stockist: sandersondesigngroup.com


